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The Smarter Way to Excel

Does Excel
Give You 
Everything
You Need?

Because of its flexibility, speed and computational 
abilities, Microsoft Excel remains the program of 
choice of many companies, particularly financial 
institutions, to perform their most important 
processes.

But for all its ability, Excel has serious limitations 
that limit your ability to ensure data integrity, 
collaboration, and consolidation.

Microsoft Excel, Office 360, and Google Sheets 
have not been able to solve these very real 
limitations. But DataRails has.

The Issue

DataRails gives you a full, cloud-based solution 
to manage and analyze data on your Excel 
spreadsheets, no matter where they reside. 

It syncs the data from your spreadsheets into a 
structured, centralized database; providing you 
with a high level of data integrity, simple 
consolidation, collaboration, data visualization, 
and regulatory compliance. All without changing 
the Excel experience you know and love.

The Solution

DataRails provides a spreadsheet management solution for 
Enterprise 

45% of CFOs said that processing errors were one of the biggest 
month-end challenges and a whopping 80% said their teams 
had encountered problems with errors in spreadsheets over the 
last 12 months.

88% of spreadsheets reviewed by researchers going back to the 
1990s had an error and half of them had a “material defect”.

Work in collaboration, in real-time, on a spreadsheet, 
maintaining version control, because there is ever only one 
version. The correct version.

Are you concerned with your data integrity and its 
ability to help you drive decisions?
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For Your Business

Ensure All Users are Working From 
the Single Version of Truth

Version Control

Create Stunning Live Dashboards 
With Easy Drill-Downs and Sharing

Data Visualization

Simple and Easy Consolidation of 
Multiple Excel Files       

Consolidation

Effective Control over Financial 
Reporting for Regulatory Compliance

Compliance

DataRails allows you to share files and 
message your teammates directly from 
your spreadsheets. Because of our 
built-in version control, all updates will 
be received in real-time by all team 
members.

Collaboration

DataRails syncs the data from your spreadsheets into a structured, 
centralized cloud platform; providing you with a high level of data integrity, 
simple consolidation, data visualization, and regulatory compliance, all 
without changing the Excel experience you know and love.
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For Your Employees

DataRails is the Excel solution that you’ve been looking for because we make it easy for you to ensure that 
your data is up-to-date and that everyone is working from the Single Version of Truth. Call us today to see 
a demo and we will show you specifically how your business can learn “The Smarter Way to Excel”.

The Permanent Solution For Your Spreadsheet Problems

With our flagship product, DataRails has managed to turn Excel into an enterprise solution that syncs the 
data from your spreadsheets into a structured, centralized database; providing you with a high level of data 
integrity, simple consolidation, data visualization, and regulatory compliance. All without changing the Excel 
experience you know and love.

Excel As You’ve Always Wanted It To Be


